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In his important paper [2], Ressayre has introduced the very natural 
notion of Boolean valued ~-saturated model and he showed a number 
of interesting applications. The results in [2] are about countable ad- 
missible fragments L,~ of Lto~ to. One of the main results of the paper, 
Proposition 3 in Chapter 4, stated as the Theorem below, was proved 
under an additiona~ hypothesis on the countable admissible set s~. The 
aim of the present note is to point out that the additional hypothesis i
not necessary. We call attention to the fact that the Theorem has a ~ num- 
ber of applic~,tions, e.g. a nev, proof of the generalization f Vaught[~  
two-cardinal theorem for X-definable theories on countable admissib;e 
fragments, origin~ly proved by J. Gregory [ 1 ]. 
We have decided in favor of  a more detailed presentation, firstly be- 
cause we feel that Ressayre's theorem is quite important, and secondly, 
because we want to emphasize some small points in connection with 
Ressayre's proof to make it easier to understand. In what follows, we 
fix the following items. L and L' are languages ( ets of  predicates sym- 
bols) A-definable on s~, L ~- L'. R is a unary predicate ~a L' - L. T is a 
theory in L~, ~-definable or. N. 
Definition. B l and B 2 form a special pair of  models of  T if B 1, B 2 are 
models of T, for the reducts A 1 = B 1 ~ L, A 2 = B2 r L we have that 
AI<L~ A 2 and, finally, IAll = R a2 = the interpretation o fR  inA 2. 
Theorem Suppose that T hes a special pair of  models. Then there is a 
sequence (B~: t~ < ~1 ) of  models of  T such that for each t~ < COl, 
(B a, Ba+ 1) is a special p~ir, and in ad.tition, A x = Ov<xAvfor limit or- 
dinals ~, where Av = B v 1 L. 
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The only way in which we modify Ressayre's proof is by replacing 
his Lemma 1 [2, Chapter 4] by Lemma 2 below. We witl formulate the 
result of the rest of his proof as Lemma 1. Even our Lemma 2 is related 
to his Lemma 1 inasmuch as we use some additional constants to essen- 
tially name formulas. 
We introduce the new individual constants a for a e ~t and two new 
unary predicates U 1 and U 2. We let the theory T* consist of the followi~g 
sentences in the language L'* : 
(vt) for ~ ~ T 
(here ¢ (u0 is obtained by relati~-izing ~ to UI), 
"U 1 A U 2 = 0", "U 1 u U 2 = universe", 
"every relation of L' is false if at least one argument comes 
from U~", 
U2a (a~s~), a ~b_ (a ,b~,a~b) .  
The effect is essentially that of  introducing a new "sort" of  individuals 
(the domain U 2) with no relation on it (except equality). It is clear that 
any model A of  T can be canonically transformed into one of  T*, sayA*, 
so that A coincides with the substructure ofA* with domain U~" after 
disregarding the additional symbols. (The version we use here is a modi- 
fication of  our original many-sorted version and it is taken from [3] 
where it is employed for a related purpose). Conversely, any model A* 
of T* gives a model A of T when reduced to L and U'~* (our notation A* 
is somewhat ambiguous). Another emark is that if A*, B* ~ T*, A* c B*, 
then A <L*- B iffA <t  ~ B. In fact, the exact equivalent of Lemma ") 
[2, Chapter 4] is true. The key observation for the mductwe proof is that 
A* ~Vv~(o) iff .4* ~(Vv~ Ol)~(v)^A{~(a_.): a occurs in~}^0~0), 
where a 0 is any new constant not occurring in ~. The last fact follows 
since by T*, any two elements of U 2 not denoted by constants occurring 
in ~ "behave" with respect to ~ in the same way. 
These remarks are used to lift the hypothesis in the Theorem on T 
to T*; at the same time, we replace R by R tJ U2; we denote R u U 2 
by R'. From this point on, we go through Ressayre's construction of  a 
chain of Boolean valued models; the next thing to do is to formulate the 
result of this construction. 
We assume familiarity with the rudiments of  Boolean valued models. 
Let B be a Boolean algebra, M a B-valued model over the language L (or 
I wS L,  L , etc.). We do not assume that B is complete but the following two 
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assumptions are understood to be parts of the notion of M being a 
B-valued model: 
(i) Every Boolean sup (inf.) corresponding to the evaluation of 
nV®U (= nV®IIM) and tl3x ¢tt exists, for V®, 3x¢  in L~ (in L~, L~, etc., 
resp.). 
(ii) Every b E B is the value ll~bll of some formula in L~(L~, L~, etc., 
resp.) with parameters from M. Condition (ii) is not essential in the sense 
that by taking an appropriate subalgebra of B we can always arrange that 
it holds, withouz essentially changing M. 
A B-valued model M is completely determined by which formulas in 
L~ with parameters from M have value 1. The reader is invited to formu- 
late necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of sentences of L~ with 
parame::ers from a set IMI to be the set of formulas with value 1 of 
some B-valued M w~th domain IMI, for some B. In this way, Boolean al- 
gebras ::an be essentiaUy eliminated from [ 2 ]. 
Another property we will use is fullness. For B and M as above, M is 
called full if for every 3x¢  E La(IMI), tl 3x 011 = II~(a)U for some 
a ~ 1Mt, (L~(IMI) denotes the log~c obtained by adjoining the elements 
of IMI as parameters). In [2], the key notion is that of a Z-saturated 
Boolean valued model that we will not r, eed explicitly however. Every 
Z-saturated M is full. 
We say that M is a model of T if every ~b ~ T has value 1 in M We 
v*a'ite M1 <L~ 312 if IMII C IM2t and foraE IMII and for ~(x)E L~, 
11 ~b(a)ll M ='~ ~(a) ~m (and, consequently, B 1 ~_ B 2 for the corre- 
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sponding value algebras B1. B2), Thenotion of a reduct N I' L is 
self-explanatory (and it ~aay involve taking a subalgebra as value-algebra). 
Now, in [2] the following is proved. 
Lemma 1. Under the hypothesis of the Theorem, there is a Boolean 
algebra B and a sequence G~J~: a < col) of  countable, full, B-valued 
* - * L*  models o f  T* of  the language L'* such that for M s  N~ ~ we have 
that 
M: <L~ M* 
¢t+l ' 
M x = U M* fo r l imi~t<co l ,
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Remark. A point that is perhaps not sufficiently emphasized in [2] is 
that the ~ and, in fact, all the M~* too, have the same value-algebra. This 
is a consequence of the other facts in Lemma 1. Let ~ be any sentence 
in L~ (IN~I). Then the following is a consequence of T*, hence has value 
, .  1 inn  1 . 
3x [~'2x ^  (x = l  ~ ~)l. 
By fullness, 
= Ila = llljv r for somea ~ U~ t" = at {a~ IN~I: HU2aH~I, = 1}. H~IIA, ~ 
Next notice that we also have that 
• • * UM:2~ : : : 
This shows our claim. 
We have come to our (only) contribution. 
Lemma 2. Let N* be a full B-valued model o f  T ". Let D be an ultrafilter 
that preserves all (Boolean) sups 
V Hd=a~v. 
a~X 
for any formula V a~x x = a_ in L~ and any d ~ U~ '~ =dr {d: H U 2 d HN, = 1}. 
Then D preserves all sups 
V H ~llAr, 
for formulas V Z ~ L~(IN*I). 
Proof. Take V Z(c) : Vine ~ ~(c), c ~ IN*I, with some VZ : VZ(x)~ L'*. 
Consider the following formula: 
vx  3y FUny ^  V ¢(x)-~ A y=~(x))^ A (y=~(x) -~(x  . 
L "  
~:~ ,~:  ..... ~E~: I I 
Inspection shows that it is a sentence of L~ and that it is a consequence 
(in the usual sense) of T* and thus it has value 1 in N*. Hence by fullness 
there is d ~ U2/V* such that 
v n~e)U< v l id=~x)n ,  
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V ~$(c)~ < A Ild=¢(X,)~ ¢(c)11 
(we have suppressed the subscript N*). 
Now assume that Voez U¢(c)~  D; we want to show that ll~(c)ll ~ D 
for some $ ~ ~v We have that the right-hand sides of the last two in- 
equalities, ay b I and b:z, belong to D. By the hupothesis for X = ~, and 
by b I ~ D, we conclude that 
lid = q~(x)ll E D 
for some ~ ~ ~. But by b 2 ~ D, 
Ha = 0(x) ~ 0(c)I1 ~ D 
and by the last two facts, 
II0(c)lt E D. 
Now we can quickly finish the proof of the Theorem. Starting with 
the situation described in Lemma 1, we take, by the Rasiowa-Sikowski 
theorem, a D, preserving all the sups first exhibited in Lemma 2 for 
d ¢~ U~ ~. By the equality of the U2's mentioned in the Remark, by 
Lemma 2, and by fullness, D will preserve all "logical" sups corresponding 
to all the models N2. Define B~ = N2 / D, the usual two md factor- 
• - * E I .  model. Finally. put B~  B a I U 1 ~ These will satisfy th, t'heorem when 
we regard A, a substructure ofA a in the obvious way, for a < #. The 
only point worth emphasizing is that 
IB, I = R B~+* : ~f {~: c E IN~+ l t, I1R C~N~+t ~ D) 
(here ~' denotes the elemen~ of B~,+I under the canonical map from N~+ 1
onto B~+ 1 induced by D). 
What we know is that 
IBct= iN l= (d: de  IN2+lt: UR dUN~+a = 1). 
But let UR c~N~,+ t e D. Consider the formula 
3y [Ry A (Rc-~y = c)]. 
This is a logical consequence of ~ty R y. Obviously, we may assume 
3y R y ~ T. Hence the formula exhirt ited has value 1 in N~+ 1. By the 
fullness of N~+l, we conclude that there is d ~ IN~+II such that 
UR dL.,, = 1 and ttd = cll,,,, ~ D. But this means precisely that ~' = d, 
,Iv, ~v +1 . Or.+. , . Ot 
proving tf~e claimed equahty. 
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